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Founded in 1977 by Jeffrey Tang, Intac established itself as an exclusive agency to Leonhard Kurz
Stiftung & Co., predominantly providing chrome and brushed metal foils to home appliance brand
owners and plastic moulders till the 1990’s. Since then, Intac has grown to serve a more diverse
crowd of large-brand clients in the Graphics, Packaging, Plastics, Furniture industries.

In the 2000’s, Intac began to dive into the Brand Protection arena, by partnering with brand owners,
as well as printers, to provide brand protection solutions with Kurz Trustseal® & holograms. As
Kurz grew in the area of High Security Documents, Intac also clinched the Singapore RFID Passport
project with the highly-acclaimed Kinegram® solution, together with a consortium of stellar solution
providers.

With the advent of digital printing, Intac forges ahead with Kurz Digital Metal™, an award-winning
foiling solution, using digital printing techniques.

Whether it is Hot Stamping, Cold Foiling, Brand Enhancement, Card Technology solutions, or Digital
Metal™, Intac stands poised with Kurz to serve a wide array of customer needs.

 

Leonhard Kurz Stiftung & Co. KG

Leonhard Kurz Stiftung & Co. KG is a privately-owned company established in 1899. Beginning as a
gold-leaf producer, KURZ has grown to be a world leader in decorative and security foils, with 4,500
employees & 5,000 active products.

KURZ provides an excellent turn-key solutions, from design concept, to process & substrate
consultation, to high-quality foil manufacturing, to prompt delivery, as well as technical support. We
do this through a global network of manufacturing plants, sales offices and agencies.

Quality is of utmost importance to us, as it is with our customers. Quality control throughout the
KURZ-Group is supported by certification of DIN EN ISO 9001.

Apart from being a reputable supplier of hot-stamping foils to vast application fields like printing,
automotive, etc, Kurz’s high security division consists of manufacturing plants that are approved by
the German Central Bank and many other Central Banks throughout the world.
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